Introduction
There is widespread agreement that the most difficult, time consuming, and expensive task in constructing an expert system is extracting rules from a human expert and debugging the resulting knowledge base. If noise or redundant data is present the problem is even more difficult; for some situations there is no expert. In response to this problem there has been extensive work on extracting rules from sets of training examples. See [Michalski 1983 , the journal Machine Learning, and proceedings of the annual workshops in machine learning for details. (See also [Gallant 1986a ].)
Another type of approach involves adapting probabilistic or fuzzy methods to expert systems. See [Cheeseman 1983 [Cheeseman , 1984 Pearl 1985 Pearl , 1986 Zadeh 1965] and the International Journal of Intelligent Systems for some of this work.
A third approach involves remembering training examples and emulating the closest one when presented with a new instance. See [Stanfill & Waltz 1986 ] for a recent hardware intensive imple mentation of this approach. Here we will be concerned with a fourth approach that is based upon connectionist network models. For general background consult [Rumelhart & McClelland 1986 ] and see James A. An derson's work in [Hinton & Anderson 1981] for some early work in connectionist expert systems.
The particular connectionist expert system approach we will be examining is the MACIE pro cess [Gallant 1985a ,Gallant 1985b ] which features a connectionist network as a knowledge base. This network is represented internally by a matrix of integers called a learning matrix (see fi g ure 1). A MAtrix Controlled Inference Engine (hence the name MACIE) uses this learning matrix for deducing information (forward chaining), seeking out key unknown information (backward chaining), and justifying its conclusions. It is amusing to note that conclusions are justified by giving out IF-THEN rules, even though there are no such rules in the knowledge base. The learn ing matrix (connectionist network) can be generated from training examples using a number of techniques [Gallant 1986b , Gallant 1986c , Gallant & Smith 1987 , Rumelhart & McClelland 1986 .
Space limitations preclude a full description of network generation or connectionist expert system operation here.
In this paper we show how the MACIE system can be combined with a deep model and a corresponding noise model to generate an expert system for a problem involving noisy data. The basic idea is to use both models to dynamically generate one training example for every iteration of the program that constructs a connectionist network knowledge base. We will use a small but difficult fault diagnosis problem to illustrate the approach. High Tech Lemonade Corp. produces ice cold lemonade from three ingredients: hydrogen, oxygen, and lemons (see figure 2) . A fuel cell combines the gasses to produce electricity and water. The water goes into the lemonade while the electricity powers a lemon squeezer and a refrigeration unit to cool the resulting drink.
There are a number of failure modes for this somewhat dangerous process ( figure 3 ) and a variety of measurements that are used to diagnose problems (figure 4). Measurements are noisy and redundant and not always available (since the people who monitor the gauges sometimes take several hours off to sit and drink ice cold lemonade).
Suppose we estimate that for 80% of the times that the system is examined it will be operating correctly and when it doesn't work there will be a single failure mode. Suppose also that the lemon squeezer (G7) and refrigeration unit (G8) are twice as likely to fail as other failure modes. Finally let us assume that it is 20 times as important to detect a hydrogen gas problem (Gl), and 2 times as important to detect other failures (G2-G8), as it is to detect correct operation of the system (G9).
Our objective is to build an expert system that determines whether any part is not functioning normally based upon whatever data is at hand. For example, our operator might know that Hydrogen Reading 2 indicates a problem and the Temperature Reading is too low but that the lemonade tastes OK. What can he or she conclude? What additional information would be useful? What if that information were not available?
It would be tedious and somewhat difficult to tackle this particular case analytically. To produce a decision tree analysis for all sets of initial information would compare with cleaning the Augean stables.
Building an expert system using a conventional rule-based approach is possible, but it would be difficult to build a non-brittle system. For example, there would be a tendency to generate a rule for hydrogen failure of the form:
If one (or both??) hydrogen readings indicate a problem then conclude there is a hydrogen problem (with certainty factor ???).
Such a rule would be tricky to construct and debug. It would also be brittle since it would fail to take into account the other readings that are aff ected by hydrogen problems. These other readings might indicate that there was no hydrogen problem after all, just noisy hydrogen instrument readings.
It is also not clear how a hand-crafted rule should take into account frequency information and relative importance. For example if the importance of diagnosing a hydrogen problem is raised high enough, the system should always conclude that such a problem eXists. (Even if all readings are normal, there is a small chance that there is a hydrogen problem and all readings are noisy.)
High Tech Lemonade Corporation truly has a problem on its hands.
The Deep Model and the Noise Model
We tackle this problem by first constructing a deep model for the system that captures all infor mation except for noise. For each failure mode, we list the corresponding meter measurements (assuming no noise) as in figure 5 . For example, a failure in power to the refrigeration unit (G6) would show up on Power Reading 2 (V6) and cause the temperature to rise (V7). Other readings would be normal.
The next step is to construct a set of training examples from figure 5 where entries are dupli cated to reflect their relative frequencies. Thus we use two copies of failure mode examples for the squeezer (G7) and refrigeration unit (G8) and 40 copies of the example of correct functioning (G9). Thus a randomly selected example would correspond to a failure mode 10/50 = 20% of the time and would correspond to a correctly functioning system 80% of the time, as desired. We now make one last change to the set of training examples. We make additional duplicates to represent increased priority of any training examples. For our case, we use a total of 20 copies of the training example for hydrogen supply failure ( G 1) since we judged this to be 20 times as important as detecting no failure (G9). Similarly we double the copies for other failure modes. The final ratios of training examples are given in figure 5 as the product of frequency and importance.
The reason for duplicating examples is that the learning program that we use to generate the knowledge base seeks to minimize the probability that a randomly selected training example will be misclassified. By duplicating training examples, we effectively adjust the frequency of selection of each particular training example so that the learning program will solve the problem at hand. (Of course the examples do not have to be physically duplicated; they only have to be chosen in accordance with the final ratio column in figure 5 .)
The set of training examples we have collected represents the deep model for the problem in the absence of noise. This collection specifies all of the information concerning failure modes, frequencies, and importance.
The noise model has already been given in figure 5 . It is the probability that any particular measurement will be incorrect, independently of other measurements. Together these two models allow us to generate noisy training examples that are representative of the problem.
4
Generating the Expert Syst em
We modified the learning program to dynamically add noise to training examples as they are randomly selected (figure 6). This was necessary since too many examples would be needed for a static representative set of noisy training examples. Each iteration now proceeds as follows:
1. Pick one of the 78 noise-free training examples at random. It will have exactly one failure mode variable (G1-G9) that is True.
2. Change the value of each input variable (V1-V8) from True to False or vice-versa, with probability given in figure 4. Goal variables corresponding to the correct responses (G 1-G9) are not changed. The learning program used for this example was the pocket algorithm [Gallant 1986b ], a modifi cation of perceptron learning, and it produced a network as illustrated in fi gure 7. (The connection weights are given in the Appendix in matrix format.) There were 8 input nodes and 9 trainable output cells. The output cells form a choice (or winner-take-all) group where the only cell to fire is the one with the highest weighted combination of its inputs. (This required a small modification of the basic algorithm in [Gallant 1986b ].)l We used 10,000 iterations to generate the network knowledge base, taking about one minute of connect time. The use of additional intermediate· cells as in [Gallant 1986c ,Gallant & Smith 1987 was not needed for this problem.
Notice that the resulting system will diagnose a hydrogen problem whenever both of the hy drogen gauges have normal readings and other readings follow the pattern for a hydrogen problem.
We computed a fi gure of merit for the generated system by checking its performance on groups of 1000 noisy training examples randomly selected in accordance with the final ratios of figure 5. The figure of merit averaged approximately 810 out of a possible 1000 points. We compared this with random selection of an output (1/9 x 1000 = 111 points) or with always choosing the most frequently seen output (40/78 x 1000 = 513 points).
We also generated a system without adding noise. This system produced a figure of merit of about 750, significantly worse performance than the model generated with noise. It is interesting to. note that the model generated without noise works on every noise-free training example, while the model generated with noise works on only 90%, again evidence that the addition of noise makes a significant difference in the model that is generated.
. 1 Perceptron learning was generalized so tha.t if choice cell G; has highest weighted sum for a. particular example E when the correct choice was Gj, then G; has E subtracted from its weights a.nd Gj has E added to its weights.
Length of a. run of correct responses is maintained for the choice group a.s a. whole, a.nd the entire choice group's coefficients are changed during pocket replacement.
Notice that this was a rather noisy problem; a completely noise-free example is generated only about one time in four. For this reason we judged the 810 figure of merit to be a good result. In fact we do not think it would be possible to hand-construct a comparable expert system by conventional means. Moreover it is easy to make changes to the resulting system since regenerating the knowledge base is relatively fast.
5

MACI E and Ch oice Groups of Variables
Any network created by the learning program is immediately available for use as the knowledge base for a connectionist expert system. See [Gallant 1985a] or [Gallant & Balachandra 1986] for an example of a typical session with such a system. Inferencing with groups of choice variables can be illustrated with the following small example consisting of 3 goal variables (G1-G3) and 3 input variables (V1-V3):
Currently V2 is known to be True (+1), but V1 and V3 are unknown. G3 dominates G2 since knowing V1 and V3 can change relative sums by at most 12 -31 +I( -5) -( -4)1 = 2. Therefore we can conclude that G2 is false. At this point the system will ask the user for V3 and conclude G 1 if V3 is True and G3 if V3 is false.
6
Discussion and Conclusion
The MACIE process, like most other approaches to generating expert systems from training ex amples, is best suited for classification or diagnostic problems. More procedural or search-oriented tasks such as configuring computers would be poor candidates for such an automated approach. With this qualification, however, MACIE seems generally promising as a tool for constructing expert systems for noisy and redundant domains. While the sample problem contained only boolean input variables, it should be emphasized that non-boolean variables can be represented by groups of boolean variables [Gallant 1985a ].
The techniques are fast enough to generate connectionist expert system knowledge bases for at least medium sized problems and, once a knowledge base is generated, the execution time for the resulting expert system is very fast. Thus the technology appears ready for testing with real applications.
We are currently extending these methods to handle time sequential readings in a more elab orate fault detection model. bias V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8
ROTE:
The first column is a bias constant to be added to the corresponding cell's sum.
